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You can make
a difference in one
child’s life
We have children and young people who need a safe,
stable and nurturing home away from home.
If you’re interested in welcoming a child into your family,
either on a short or long term basis, give us a call to find out more
about Shared Care or Foster Care with CCS Disability Action.

Put yourself in the picture. Contact us today.
National
@

(04) 384 5677 or 0800 227 200
info@ccsDisabilityAction.org.nz

www.facebook.com/ccsDisabilityAction
www.twitter.com/ccsDisabilityA
www.ccsDisabilityAction.org.nz
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Many hands make light work
Dairne Kirton – National Board President – CCS Disability Action
KIA ORA KOUTOU KATOA.
Tau Hou Hari – Happy New Year.
Ma tini ma mano ka rapa te whai.
By many, by thousands, the work will be
accomplished.
Many hands make light work. Unity is strength.
As we progress through a new year, I am
mindful that this will be a year of ongoing
uncertainties around COVID-19, as well as
continuing with our business as usual.
During 2020, we farewelled Joy Gunn from
the CCS Disability Action National Board,
which left a vacancy for the Lower South
Regional Representative role which was
subsequently filled in December by Umi
Asaka. We warmly welcome Umi and thank
Joy for her valuable service.
We also welcomed Lucy Croft in December.
Lucy will serve a 12-month term as a
co-opted national board member to provide
a youth perspective and inform the board
regarding the development of a formal
internship process.

Dairne Kirton.

• Adoption of the National Plain
Language Constitution.

In June of this year, we will be farewelling
our Chief Executive David Matthews after
20 plus years of service to the organisation.
He was of course scheduled to step down
in June of last year, but the COVID-19 crisis
led the board to extend his tenure. We have
been very grateful for his steady leadership
throughout this difficult year. We look forward
to what the future holds.

• Introduction of Schoology Governance
Orientation and Induction programme.

We were relieved to be able to hold the
Governance Forums and AGM in person in
December 2020 in Wellington, following a
year of COVID-19 adjustments impacting how
we connect. Highlights of the Forums and
AGM were:

Thank you to all our members for your ongoing
interest and support, the national board
and governance members for your ongoing
commitment and contribution to our organisation
and staff for your continued dedication and the
passion that you to bring to the mahi.

• Launch of Te Whakapai Ānga
(Quality Framework).

We look forward to the year ahead and facing
challenges, change and successes together.

• Contribution and engagement of both long
standing and new governance members.

Ngā mihi maioha. Thank you with
much appreciation.

• Positive financial results for the year ended
30 June 2020.
Work has commenced towards the
development of a Pasifika Disability
Framework, with the formation of a working
group led by our Maangai – Ike Rakena.

INCLUDING ALL PEOPLE
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2021 – a year
of hope
David Matthews – Chief Executive – CCS Disability Action

W

e enter 2021 full of hope, excitement
as well as some trepidation. I hope,
and believe, we can transition out
of our COVID-19 dominated existence and
take the positives from 2020 to create a
better world.
Whilst I cannot predict where we will be
at the end of this year, I sincerely hope it
is a better place than the one we left at the
end of 2020. Firstly, I hope we are all less
exhausted, less anxious, and even more
committed to ensure that the gains of world
recovery will be something that everyone
enjoys and benefits from. This will include
access to vaccines irrespective of health
or socio economic status; improvement
in communication technologies so that
more people can share and be connected;
unemployed people regaining work and a
visible reduction in the poverty, isolation
and loneliness experienced by far too many
people for far too long.
In a disability context, it means all the
above with a specific focus on access and
accessibility for not just the built environment
(including housing) but also information,
employment, and community. Some gains
have been made – lessons were learned
during lockdown – now it is up to all of us
(government and every citizen) to ensure that
all of this becomes reality. Yes, it will take time
and yes it will mean investment of precious
resources but what better way for any country

David Matthews.

and government to show that it is serious
about valuing every member of its team of
five million. This is the great opportunity that
creates the hope that there can be an even
better world post COVID-19 than what we
experience today.
For me personally, I enter 2021 knowing
that on June 30 I will end my 20 plus year

I hope, and believe, we can transition out of our COVID-19 dominated
existence and take the positives from 2020 to create a better world.
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employment relationship with this wonderful
organisation and step back from the role
of Chief Executive to being just another
citizen. I have avoided dwelling on this
reality for as long as I can, but time is
rapidly moving on and I need to plan for
this transition. Retirement is not a word
that I am comfortable with – I am hoping
that somewhere and somehow there will
be opportunities to share the experiences
and learnings I have gained from a long and
varied working life focused on education and
disability and I am able to continue to make a
positive contribution – only time will tell.

So, as I said at my final Annual General
Meeting last December, it has been a true
honour to lead this organisation – an honour
I have never taken for granted and one
I feel truly blessed to have been given. I feel
I have done the best job I could have over
the past twenty years and thank my National
Leadership Team, the CCS Disability Action
National Board and the wider organisation for
their support and work during this time.
Not long to go but still plenty to achieve.
Ngā mihi.
INCLUDING ALL PEOPLE
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Building back better
Elizabeth Church and Oliver Goulden – National Disabled Staff Leadership Team –
CCS Disability Action
THE THEME OF 2020 International Day of
Persons with Disabilities was ‘Building
Back Better: working toward a disabilityinclusive, accessible and sustainable post
COVID-19 world’.
The idea behind this theme is that we learn
from the experiences of disabled people during
the 2020 COVID-19 lockdown. The resulting
responses, innovations and workarounds
could be embedded in disability support in the
future to ensure better service provision and
better outcomes for disabled people.
The COVID-19 lockdown experience proved
that it’s a myth that disability support services,
funders and employers can’t be flexible and
accommodate people’s different needs. It
really isn’t news to the disability community
that accommodations like working from home,
in environments that work for individuals and
families are, in fact, possible. Now we can
benefit from mainstream changes that have
been proven to work and these changes make
it difficult for organisations and businesses
to say it’s ‘too hard’, ‘not allowed’ or ‘not cost
effective’ to operate flexibly.
Disabled people had a range of experiences
when it came to the delivery of support during
the lockdown. Some disabled people found
themselves isolated and ignored during
lockdown and beyond, while other organisations
were proactive, communicating effectively and
often with people they supported, providing
the information, support and PPE required.
What we have seen as a result of COVID
is that the way government departments
now communicate with disabled people has
undertaken a seismic shift. Accessible formats,

A co-design approach has the
potential to create an inclusive
society...for disabled people.
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Elizabeth Church.

Oliver Goulden.

for example, previously an afterthought, are
becoming embedded as standard practice.
We also saw government departments (for
example) immediately relax ‘red tape’ and
bureaucratic processes for disabled people
accessing a range of support. Shouldn’t this
pave the way for a new way of operating
– one that places a much higher degree of
trust and shifted power to disabled people
and their families to enjoy greater control in
their lives? We are now seeing many of these
positive improvements being rolled back
which is frustrating. Can we use COVID-19
to re-imagine how these relationships and
processes might work more effectively so that
we can truly ‘Build Back Better’?
It is obvious that disabled people need to
have influence and power at the start, middle
and end of every conversation about us and
what we want and need. That’s what codesign is all about. A co-design approach has
the potential to create an inclusive society,
accessible environments, positive attitudes
and individual achievement for disabled
people. Let’s hope there is a silver lining in all
this for doing things better from now on.

A time for reflection
Jonathan Tautari – Pou Ārahi – CCS Disability Action
ALTHOUGH 2020 WAS an extraordinary
year it bequeathed to us all an incredible
opportunity. Within a relatively short timeframe we had a chance to re-imagine the
way we worked.
COVID-19 gave us permission to look at the
things we do from a different perspective
so that we could make changes to keep
ourselves and others safe. Working from
home, hosting meetings online and attending
life events via Zoom marked a significant
change in our behaviour and practices.
2020 demonstrated two important things.
The first thing was that we’re all able to make
changes collectively or individually if required.
Secondly, the events of last year showed that
we can sometimes be so absorbed in doing
things a particular way that we scarcely take
the time to examine why, or if there might
be a better way.
COVID-19 disrupted the way we lived
our everyday lives. Walking alongside
disabled Māori whānau, engaging in their
conversations and listening to their stories
and experiences has caused a heightened
awareness about the importance of
‘disrupting’ how we see things and how we
respond to the things we see.
In a ‘brave new world’ where change is the
only certainty, we need to be continuously
seeking innovation, generating new ideas
and envisioning new ways of doing things.
They say that innovators see things not as
they are, but as they could be. Sometimes
we need to disrupt both our perspective
and practice in order to find innovative and
meaningful solutions.

Jonathan Tautari.

In terms of the work we do, there are many
barriers that sit frustratingly beyond our
own influence that we are simply unable to
control. However, this is not always the case.
Sometimes, we can unfortunately be a barrier
ourselves. Our attitudes, past experiences
and an inability to critically examine our own
practice can cause the greatest barriers.
It is not easy for any one of us to admit that
we, ourselves, from time to time, can get in
the way. However, if our gaze is firmly fixed
on the wellbeing of whānau rather than
who we are, such anxieties dissolve making
way for new opportunities to ensue. In an
ever-changing world, we also need to be
able to change.

...the events of last year showed that we can sometimes be so
absorbed in doing things a particular way that we scarcely take
the time to examine why, or if there might be a better way.
INCLUDING ALL PEOPLE
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Falling into illness,
falling into advocacy
Hannah Pretious – Policy Intern – CCS Disability Action

M

y name is Hannah and I am currently
working on my Bachelor of Arts in
Gender Studies and Anthropology.
I started as a policy intern at CCS Disability
Action at the beginning of November,
2020. This has aided in further aligning my
experience as a young disabled person and
my academic interests in power dynamics in
society and relationships.
I always say that I fell into enrolling in my
Bachelor of Arts, as it was far away from
my plan of studying anatomy and becoming
the next Jane Goodall. In many ways, the
same could be said for my journey into
disability advocacy and this internship in
disability policy. This internship has meant
that I’ve learnt a lot about what activism in the
disability sector looks like and how we engage
with ministries and different groups. I have
also been able to connect disability groups
that I am involved in with the work carried out
here in the CCS Disability Action policy team.
In 2017, while studying at university in
Dunedin, I became acutely unwell. Very
quickly, my plans went from completing my
degree and starting my honours year; to being
hospitalised and having to move back in
with my parents across the country. I felt my
independence slip away. It was a shock. I felt
like I was falling down the Alice in Wonderland
rabbit hole into a world of unknowns.
Four years on, my daily life includes my
medical needs, and those needs change
the way I can access the world around
me. This means that I now use the word
‘disabled person’ to describe my experience
of the world. In disability theory, this aligns
with the social model of disability, which
conceptualises the disability a disabled
8
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person experiences as largely caused by their
social environment. The more inaccessible an
environment is, the more disabled a person
is. This is in comparison to the medical model
of disability, which says that disability is the
result of the person’s impairment.
I am often asked: “Aren’t you too young to
be disabled?”
My age plays a significant role in how I
identify myself as a disabled person. I am
only 24, and ‘invisibly disabled’. Invisible
disability is a disability that is hidden or not
immediately apparent. I live with multiple
invisible impairments that are both mental
health related and physical. My days centre
around a complicated world of medication
and appointments with doctors and different
therapists. My chronic illnesses are not
something that flare periodically, but rather, are
a part of my regular routine – just like having
to brush my teeth. I am now very used to this
weekly routine and have also been able to

add in part-time study and a range of activities
outside of University. I am much more than my
disability. I am also very lucky in the support I
receive from my fellow disabled students.
Disabled people like me account for about six
percent of the tertiary student population, and
this percentage is growing. According to the
statistics on the Education Counts website,
from 2010 to 2019 the percentage of disabled
students in tertiary education increased from
4.9% in 2010 to 6.9% in 2019. This increase is
positive to see as it shows more students with
disabilities are accessing tertiary education.
It also leaves you wondering why these
percentages are still so low. What discourages
disabled students from accessing tertiary
education? Is it about a lack of support? Or a
culture of ableism in academia?
Being a young disabled person with invisible
impairments is a unique way of experiencing
disability. I do not fit the stereotypical images
around disability. I found that it was hard to
access help because I did not know who to
ask. I have found support with fellow disabled
students whom I met through the University
Disability Study Room. I became part of a
community of fellow classmates all navigating
being a disabled student. We laughed and

bonded over our shared experience and
gave each other advice about things we
had learned during our time in study. We
wanted to be able to formally give a voice
to disabled students by being disabled
students ourselves. So we started the Otago
Disabled Students’ Association in 2020. We
all brought to the table different skills and
experiences, and our executive committee
is made up entirely of disabled students. We
want to show that there is not one experience
of disability. We are a group of strong and
intelligent young people who all want to have
the same positive, exciting student experience
as everyone else.

Hannah Pretious.
INCLUDING ALL PEOPLE
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Prime Minister’s
Award keeps
fire burning
S

“It’s pure, raw Jamal – it’s just him,” says
Danae. “I feel my eyes water up – just that
feeling of, mate, you’re magic, you know?”
Wayne adds.

The self-taught musician now has seven
guitars and a banjo. An accomplished
guitarist, he plays in his school jazz band
and composes his own music, showcasing
a talent which brings immense pride to
Danae and Wayne.

Jamal and his older brother Mohammed were
brought into the Sanft home with the support
of CCS Disability Action 12 years ago, when
they were four and six. The pair, born to
Somali parents, are autistic and both used
gesture and body language to communicate
at the time. While Danae and Wayne admit
that it hasn’t always been easy, they quickly
became a loving and connected family unit.

ixteen-year-old Jamal has a raw talent
for music. The Auckland-based teen
was given an acoustic guitar by his
caregivers Danae and Wayne Sanft on his
seventh birthday. Two days later he was
playing ‘Light my fire’ by the Doors, note
perfect from beginning to end.
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Jamal playing his guitar.

Wayne, Jamal and Danae.

Jamal’s talent has not gone unnoticed.

Tracey Stanmore, Service Manager – Child,
Family/Whānau team is excited for what lies
ahead for Jamal. “We are truly in awe of his
talent and so proud of him. He is a real leader
in our community and is a fantastic role model
for others who are looking to pursue their
passions and dreams. We can’t wait to see
what he does next!”

Last year he was nominated by his Oranga
Tamariki Social Worker, with the backing of
his school, for a Prime Minister’s Oranga
Tamariki Award. He and his family were
thrilled to learn he was successful and they all
travelled to a special ceremony at the Beehive
in Wellington to collect it.
The award gives Jamal a $3000 scholarship
to pursue his choice of study, something that
is sure to revolve around his passion
for music.
Music gives Jamal the voice that for many
years he didn’t have. “For me the guitar
means life, a lot of love, a lot of good times,
even the sad times – I can just play it. It can
express all the feelings.”

He is a real leader in our community and is a
fantastic role model for others who are looking to
pursue their passions and dreams.
INCLUDING ALL PEOPLE
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Paying it
forward

F

or Zane and Rachel Jowsey, family is
everything. The couple lead full lives with
three kids; Zara (19), Georgie (17) and
Max (14). Zane works in a family business
just out of Raglan with his dad and brother
while Rachel draws on her experience as
a mum of a disabled child to help others
in her role as a Special Education Needs
Coordinator (SENCO) at a nearby school.
Max was just a baby when they learned
he had an unexpected medical condition.
“He was such a happy wee chap,” says
Zane “but we spent a lot of time in hospital
in those early years as his health
seriously deteriorated.”
Max now uses a wheelchair and needs both a
watchful eye and a high level of support at all
times to ensure he is happy, safe and well.
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Above from left to right: Midland General Manager
Colene Herbert, Service Coordinator Jennifer
Buller and Zane Jowsey at the celebration to
thank the Jowsey family for raising $10,000.

Zane and Rachel were originally connected
to CCS Disability Action by Conductive
Education. Hoi Lee, Team Leader Child &
Family in Hamilton, suggested the family
might all benefit from Max trying a short stay
at Te Whare Poipoi – a CCS Disability Action
run centre which provides respite for disabled
children and youth.
The couple were originally hesitant. “It is a
really big deal to trust your child to someone
else’s care. We were also worried what
people would think of us – like it would seem
like we couldn’t look after him. It took the
encouragement of some friends to get us to
say yes,” explains Zane.

It was a decision that changed their lives.
“It’s awesome there. It’s a lovely building –
they have the rooms all nicely set up for the
kids. Jenny, who runs the centre, is fantastic.
The whole team there are lovely. Max just
loves it and they love having him. It’s like a
wee holiday for him. And when he’s gone,
we make a conscious effort to do all the things
we can’t normally do when we have
to juggle Max’s care.”
Zane was inspired to give back after being
involved in a ‘Movember’ fundraising
campaign. “I had heard of the ‘72-hole golf
challenge’ on Facebook and I thought, that’s
what I’ll do! I’ll play golf all day and raise
some money for Te Whare Poipoi.”
The results went far beyond what Zane first
imagined. As he set out to complete four
rounds of golf in a day, he hit his original target
of $3,000 within hours. He then bumped it up
to $5,000 with plenty of playing time still to
go. “My mates were telling me I should go for
$10,000! That seemed crazy to me, but it just
kept climbing so I went for it. Rachel told me
I should give Jenny a call and let her know.
Jenny was crying when I told her. I was crying
too. We just couldn’t believe it.”
With the challenge coming to an end and
the $10,000 target met, Zane was joined by
Rachel, Max, both of Max’s granddads along
with staff from the Hamilton branch and
Te Whare Poipoi. The group walked the
final hole together.
The additional funding will create a legacy for
years to come as Jenny explains.
“For us the money is huge. Te Whare Poipoi
gives families some really important time to
rest, recharge or perhaps spend some quality
time with their other kids, so we want this
to be a place where kids want to come. The
money Zane has raised means that we can
update and buy some new items that we just
can’t cover in our limited budget. It will be so
nice to do something ‘more’ for the children –
new toys, sensory items and equipment that
will make this place feel even more special.”
For Zane and Rachel, the fundraiser – and
the impact they can see it will have for Max

Above: Zane and Colene.
Top: Te Whare Poipoi, respite care
for disabled children and youth.

and the others who use the service – has
been incredible.
“I do look at my boy sometimes and I think
how good we do have it and Te Whare Poipoi
is a big part of that. We are glad to be have
been able to make a difference,” says Zane.

...we want this to be a place
where kids want to come.
INCLUDING ALL PEOPLE
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The ABC’S of Universal Design
Universal Design is a term used by
Lifemark, a housing division
of CCS Disability Action. But what
does it mean in practice? Lifemark’s
George Hewitt explains.
UNIVERSAL DESIGN WAS originally coined
in the 1970’s by American architect Ronald
Mace. He used it to describe the concept
of designing all products and spaces to be
usable to the greatest extent possible by
anyone and everyone, regardless of their age,
ability level or status.

Bathroom
It’s important you have a toilet located on the
entry level of a home with walls reinforced to
future-proof for grab-rails if needed.

Lifemark is on a continuous mission to deliver
Universal Design outcomes across New
Zealand and better the lives of all Kiwis.

Circulation
Having enough ‘structural circulation’ (space
for people to move freely) is essential. To cater
for mobility equipment, prams, wheelchairs
and ease of furniture removal, you should
aim for a door with a clear opening width
of 810mm and hallways that are 1200mm
wide and allow enough space around fixed
elements including furniture.

We have three key areas of a home that we
consider the most important for achieving
Universal Design.
We call these the ‘ABC’s’ of Universal Design:
Access
The opportunity available to enter the
building. It is ideal to have at least one level
entry, step-free access in every home.

It doesn’t matter who you are, everyone needs
to use the bathroom – and you really don’t
want to visit someone if you can’t go to the loo.

The ABC’s of Universal Design make every
home more user friendly and future proofed for
the possibility of reduced mobility in old age.

Above: George at the Lifemark office.

Universal Design...designing all products and spaces to be
usable to the greatest extent possible by anyone and everyone,
regardless of their age, ability level or status.
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Feeling the fear and doing it anyway
ALYSHA CALDER HAS come an incredibly
long way in a few short years. When she
was first referred to the South Canterbury
branch of CCS Disability Action, she struggled
to leave her bedroom due to the disabling
effects of a range of impairments.
Despite these challenges, Alysha had a
“gift” and for Service Coordinator Gerry
Pienaar, this would provide a pathway for
Alysha to break out of her world. “Initially
my role was to try and get Alysha out of her
home – her comfort zone – and to reconnect
her with the community around her. She is
very gifted and has a talent for art, so we
were able to use this as a stepping-stone to
help motivate her to break through some
of the barriers that were standing in her
way,” explains Gerry.
Alysha finds the outside world, and the social
interactions that come with it, confusing and
overwhelming. The pair began by focusing on
her love of painting, drawing and sculpture
and the opportunities they could find locally
for her to pursue her passions.
Alysha began to attend art classes. While the
creative side came easily, everything else
was hard. But she did it. She discovered that
the joy she found creating art, was worth the
challenge of getting there.
This lit a spark that saw her, with Gerry’s
support, enrol and later complete a Level
Five diploma in Digital Media and Design
at Polytechnic Ara. It was an exceptional
achievement, particularly as Alysha still finds
interacting with people who she doesn’t know
well, difficult.
Despite her achievements, Alysha was still
struggling to believe in herself in the way
those around her did. Gerry suggested Alysha
give karate a go. It’s a personal passion
for Gerry – he was awarded a black belt by
karate organisation JKS in Japan – and is
now a passion Alysha shares.
“I’d never tried anything like that before. I
thought: ‘Yeah, I’ll give that a go!’”

Alysha (left) and friend at the
JKS Shotokan Nationals.

Despite the disruptions of 2020, Alysha passed
both her initial gradings. “By the second or
third class I really got into it. The people there
are really friendly, so I’ve made friends for the
first time in a long time.” she says.
She also qualified for JKS Shotokan
Nationals and won a gold medal in the female
development team ‘kata’ division. “I was really
nervous as it was my first competition. I felt
really proud when I was handed the medal.”
Inspired by her participation in karate, Alysha is
now enrolled at Ara doing a Level Four Health
and Wellbeing course. Once that is completed,
she would like to enrol in a Bachelor of Social
Work. She hopes that one day she’ll be able to
support others to find happiness.
It’s an incredible turnaround, made more
impressive because Alysha still battles the
same feelings and experiences of the world
that she did when she first met Gerry.
“Gerry is always so happy and relatable,
which is why I really enjoy working with him.”
she explains.
Gerry believes Alysha shows tremendous
resilience.
“She should feel incredibly proud of all that
she has achieved in the past two years and
the way that she tackles life. With lots of
support and acceptance from people around
her – and hard work on her part – she is rising
to life’s challenges.” says Gerry.
INCLUDING ALL PEOPLE
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Shout outs
Tina Syme – General Manager Northern
PARAS JOINED OUR Auckland Child,
Family/Whānau team in 2019 in the role of a
Community Support Coordinator. From the
very beginning, Paras felt like he had been a
member of the team for a long time and we all
warmed to his cheerful personality.

His ability to be open and personable with
every family he supports is an amazing quality
and he is always willing to listen and help.
When trying to describe Paras, I can’t help
but think of his big beautiful smile which is a
constant, no matter the situation. Paras brings
welcome calmness and cheer to his role and
to any space he is in.
He has been instrumental in supporting many
families along their journey and is always a
strong advocate for their choices.
In July 2020 Paras moved to our Northland
branch to join their Child, Family/Whānau
team. He took his trademark cheery
personality and that big smile with him and
has now made it his home.

Paras.

We feel truly fortunate to have Paras as a
member of our Northern region team.

Melissa Smith – General Manager Southern
ON THE 2ND of November 2020, the Otago
team of CCS Disability Action was the first
branch to start the roll out of a new national
information management system, Te Puna
Kōrero. This was a big ask for any team
nearing the end of 2020 after also having
continued to provide outstanding service

during the COVID-19 Level 4 lockdown. The
Otago team also moved into a new building
while we were operating under COVID
Levels 2 and 3.
I am very grateful for the incredibly important
work the Otago team is doing to support the
implementation of this new system.
As with anything new there have been
bumps in the road, but the team has worked
admirably to come up with work arounds
whilst the national team and the developers of
the system make sure it runs smoothly.
Change is not always easy, and we want to
give a shout out to the Otago team for their
willingness and ongoing positive attitude to
getting things right!
The new Otago office.
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Janine Richards – General Manager Central
WE WOULD LIKE to acknowledge our
Bespoke service teams who work in our
Manawatu/Horowhenua, North Taranaki and
Wellington branches. I believe they exemplify
our organisation’s vision to support all people
to live in their communities and participate fully
as citizens – regardless of their support needs.
Bespoke team members work with 24/7
rosters including public holidays. These
are people who demonstrate high levels of
commitment in what can be a challenging
environment. Team members offer a wide
range of knowledge and life experiences to
support young people to develop and grow
into adults. The work requires high levels
of patience, creativity, resilience, and most
of all a passion for young people to succeed
in whatever way that works for them.

On behalf of the young people we support
and from our team, I want to offer a heartfelt
thank you to you all.

Colene Herbert – General Manager Midland
WE WOULD LIKE to acknowledge two of our
support workers Trudy, and Paul.
Trudy started with us in early 2020. She has a
passion for working with people, having spent
15 years as a caregiver for high-risk youth
where she provided short-term respite care in
addition to a full-time care-giving role.
What Trudy loves the most about working
at CCS Disability Action is the flexibility to
work with all age groups, and being amongst
awesome colleagues who Trudy describes
as “good sorts who have an awesome sense
of humour”. She is relishing the opportunities
and challenges that come as she continues to
learn and develop.
Paul also began working with us in 2020.
He was employed as a Community Support
Worker after struggling to find work when
he was forced out of his previous job in
manufacturing due to a health condition.
Paul has a wonderful relationship with all the
people he supports – in particular, Maureen
who he proactively supported throughout

Trudy.

Paul.

lockdown with daily phone calls. He also
supports Carol-Anne with swimming lessons
at the Clive Pool, with his support, she set a
daily goal and achieves this at every session.
Carol-Anne reports that she feels better about
herself; she is sleeping better and has a new
sense of wellbeing.
In the last 10 months he has made new
friends, solved issues, grown as a person, and
also witnessed growth in those he supports.
On behalf of the Tairāwhiti Hawke’s Bay
branch, tēnā rawa atu koe Trudy and Paul.
INCLUDING ALL PEOPLE
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What’s happening in our branches
Acknowledging our supporters
Southern region:
Lion Foundation provides
essential support
THE WAITAKI BRANCH was the welcome
recipient of $2,000 from the Oamaru
Licensing Trust. “The Oamaru Licensing Trust
through The Lion Foundation is proud to
support CCS Disability Action Waitaki,” says
Chair Denise McMillan. The grant was for
essential operating costs, freeing up revenue
for service delivery.
Service Manager Kay Page was delighted
with the grant. “The extra funds will make
an incredible difference for the people we
support in the wider Waitaki area. Every
dollar we can save on the everyday costs of
running our branch is money we can pour into
making disabled people’s lives better. We are
so appreciative of the support of the Oamaru
Licensing Trust.”

Kay Page.

The extra funds will make
an incredible difference.

Central region:
Landlords throw a lifeline
THE CENTRAL REGION have partnered
with private landlords in New Plymouth,
Palmerston North and Wellington to deliver a
tailored service to disabled children and youth
who would otherwise end up in residential
care. Bespoke services provide disabled
children and youth with a high level of
practical support and a place to call home.
The service would not be possible without the
support on an exceptional group of private
landlords. “We would like to acknowledge our
landlords, in particular Karen and Paal Iversen.
We are incredibly lucky to have a group of
people who not only understand our unique
18
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housing requirements but also go out of their
way to accommodate the young people’s
specific modification and access needs,” says
General Manager Janine Hoete-Thornton.

National:
An extraordinary life
THIS IS THE story of an extraordinary life,
captivatingly told in autobiographic form
by Brian Speechly. Born in 1931 in Timaru,
Brian narrates the story of his first 27 years
in this very special publication called ‘Bungy’,
bringing to life the New Zealand of those
times in vivid, humorous and insightful style.
The book also contains a number of
photographs dating back to the 1930’s
that add visual interest to a very engaging
story. Describing events from the time Brian
contracted polio in 1937 to his extraordinary
adventures mountain climbing and overcoming
significant barriers, Bungy is an entertaining
tale of courage and determination, but also a
remarkable story of the power of love.
CCS Disability Action featured strongly in
Brian’s early life and he has most generously
offered $5 from the sale of each book to be
donated to our organisation to support the work
we do with disabled people and their families.

Author Brian Speechly.

To purchase a copy please visit: https://www.mbsdigitalprint.com/
or phone: 04 477 5705, email: mbs@mbsdigitalprint.com
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National:
Free workshops bring a
better life to the disability
community
A SERIES OF free workshops aimed at
disabled people, their whānau and community
agencies have begun in Blenheim, Whangarei
and Greymouth with more dates and locations
set to be announced. The workshops are part
of a nationwide project called ‘Tēnei au. This
is me, here I am’ and are being delivered by
CCS Disability Action.
The accessible events are an opportunity
for communities to learn directly about how
the Enabling Good Lives (EGL) principles
and approach can support disabled people
and their whānau to realise their place as
equal partners in their support, so they can
have greater choice and control. They are
also an opportunity for providers to consider
how they might embed the EGL approach
into their offering.
Pip Brunn has a disabled daughter and
is co-facilitating the Whanganui and
Blenheim events.
“When I was first introduced to EGL I was
probably a bit sceptical, having had so many
bad experiences with support over the years.

Pip Brunn.

But I soon discovered that we could look
beyond our usual thinking – regardless of the
services on offer - and transform our lives. I am
looking forward to having these conversations
with the Whanganui community,” explains Pip.
Steering Committee Chair Yi Small believes
it’s important that disabled people and
their whānau understand that they do not
need to wait for EGL to be ‘rolled out’ in
their community. “These principles apply to
disabled people’s lives regardless of how the
disability support system looks in practice
or what services are currently available. If
disabled people and their whānau apply
EGL principles to their own lives, they will be
better equipped to navigate their options. The
potential to bring these principles to life is
possible now, across Aotearoa,” she explains.

To register or to find out more go to www.ccsDisabilityAction.org.nz/teneiau
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National:
What’s wrong with you?
CCS DISABILITY ACTION’S International
Day of Persons with Disabilities (IDPD) went
virtual in 2020 with a live Facebook stream on
the theme of ‘Language Matters’. The stream
reached over 4,000 people.

Debbie Ward.

The event was moderated by National Disability
Leadership Coordinator Debbie Ward with
disabled panelists Prudence Walker from DPA,
Lavinia Lovo from I.Lead, and Maurice Flynn
from CCS Disability Action. They discussed
their thoughts on the common question many
disabled people are asked, often from complete
strangers: ‘What’s wrong with you?’
“Many people are unaware of the impact
their language can have on disabled people.
We wanted to create conversations around
language to increase people’s consciousness
on the concepts of bias, ableism, privilege,
tokenism and identity,” explains Debbie.

Like the CCS Disability Action
Facebook page to be notified of
livestream events for 2021.

“We received a great response from the
community, with disabled people contacting
members of our team to say it has changed
how they view themselves and positively
impacted their interactions with those around
them. We look forward to doing more in 2021!”
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National:
Helping all kids to thrive
CCS DISABILITY ACTION supported the
Five to Thrive campaign which called on all
political candidates to commit to getting the
basics right for children. These are:
• Realise the potential of whānau Māori.
• Invest in the early years.
• Lift children and families out of poverty.
• Ensure an affordable and healthy home for
every child.
• Provide mental health support for every
child and new parent.
In a video blog that was created to support
the campaign, CCS Disability Action
National Policy Analyst Phoebe Eden-Mann
emphasised the importance of including
disabled children and young people in any
initiatives aimed at improving the mental
health and wellbeing of young people.

Phoebe Eden-Mann.

To watch Phoebe’s video type ‘CCS Disability Action’
and ‘Five to Thrive’ in the Facebook search engine.
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National:
Having your say on
our services
WE VALUE ALL feedback about
CCS Disability Action, whether it’s positive
or negative.
Learning what we do well and what we need
to change helps ensure our efforts are of
direct benefit to the people we support.
You can express a compliment, concern, or
complaint by talking with a staff member at
CCS Disability Action, by writing a letter or by
email to the General Manager.
Anyone can express a compliment, concern,
or complaint – friends, family, external
agencies, advocates, and individuals.
If you would like to learn more about how to
provide feedback, get in touch with your local
branch or check out our website.

We want to hear from you.

www.ccsDisabilityAction.org.nz/
we-value-your-feedback

National:
Access Alliance celebrates
significant milestone
THE ACCESS ALLIANCE, of which CCS
Disability Action is a member, is pleased to
see that there is cross-party commitment to
accessibility legislation. Both National and
Labour included the promise in their Disability
Issues policies.
While there is still have more to do to make
sure the legal framework for accessibility
is high on the list of priorities for the
Government, this is a very positive step.

Find out more about how you
can help push for swift action at
www.accessalliance.org.nz
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Get in touch
Whakapā mai
IF YOU’RE INTERESTED in more information or would like to get in touch we would love
to hear from you.
0800 227 2255
Info@ccsDisabilityAction.org.nz
Level 3 Orbit Systems House, 94 Dixon St, Wellington 6011
PO Box 6349, Wellington 6141
www.facebook.com/ccsDisabilityAction
www.twitter.com/ccsDisabilityA
www.ccsDisabilityAction.org.nz

